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ABSTRACT
Theoretically Bluetooth range for class 1 adapter is approximately 100 meter but it does not work well practically. It
behaves differently in different environmental conditions and situations. There are various methods to increase the
range of Bluetooth signal. We should think some innovative ways to increase the signal strength of our existing
Bluetooth adapter instead of purchasing a new adapter with good range. In this paper we are presenting a way to
increase the Bluetooth signal strength of existing Class 1 Bluetooth adapter using Omni antenna. By this method
Bluetooth range increases using external Omni antennae. We have practically proved that signal range is increased
around 7 meters using external Omni antenna by sending a file using Bluetooth adapter to Bluetooth enabled device.
The size of external Omni antenna that we have used is 28.5 centimeter. We were able to transfer a file to 53.03 meter
without external antenna and 60.35 meter with external Omni antenna.
Keywords: Antenna, Range, Bluetooth Class 1 adapter.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is making our life very
comfortable. Bluetooth is one of the examples of wireless
communication. It offers a wide range of advantages,
but Bluetooth devices have certain limitations too. These
devices operate within a certain distance, more
appropriately we should say within a certain range, for
example Class 1 Bluetooth adapter operate within 100
meters theoretically.

Bluetooth enabled devices are becoming part of our
every day life. They offer a wide range of advantages,
like low power consumption, cable free, creation of
Personal Area Network [1] etc. Signal strength of a
Bluetooth device is of great significance. A device’s
performance is affected by signal strength. Signal
strength [2] is affected by a wide variety of factors like
interference. In this paper we are combining the theory
of antenna and the measurement of performance of
devices to predict the signal strength. Our proposed
method is based on soldering of external Omni antenna
[3] to replace the role of internal antenna and increase
the length of this external Omni antenna to increase the
range of Bluetooth Class 1 adapter.

The angle of directional antenna [4] to another
device also affects the range of Bluetooth device. The
line of sight is supreme for Bluetooth range.

Flow Chart

The Flow chart for the entire process is shown in
Figure 1.The flow chart shows how to measure and

increase the strength of Bluetooth device by increasing
length of external antenna that is soldered to the internal
antenna of Bluetooth device by sending a file from laptop
to the Bluetooth enabled mobile device.

Figure 1: Flow Chart

First of all turn on the Bluetooth of both the devices
(i.e. Laptop and Mobile) and attach the Omni antenna
through wire to the external Bluetooth that is attached to
the USB port of Laptop as shown in Figure 2.
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Then start searching for the devices within the range
from Laptop and send a file from laptop to mobile phone.
If file is not received by mobile phone then come closer
to the laptop and repeat the searching process. If file is
received by mobile device then measure the distance
between laptop and mobile device. And then check the
length of the antenna if it is full or not. If antenna is not
full size then increase the length of antenna and repeat
the entire process from search the devices from laptop.
Process stops when file is received and size of antennae
is full.

Figure 2: Arrangement of Bluetooth Dongle and Omni
Antenna with Laptop

Communication Channel

Figure 3 shows the communication channel between two
devices. Both the devices are transceiver that is they can
send and receive the data. The two devices used are
laptop and mobile device. Two way communication may
be wired or wireless. In the wired communication, wires
are used for transmitting and receiving data in form of
signals. Signals carry the data in the form of bits either 0
or 1 to check whether signal is digital or analog. In
wireless communication [5] the signals are carried from
one station to another by any other medium like air. The
example of wireless communication are infrared,
Bluetooth and WiFi (Wireless Feasibility) [6] etc.

Figure 3: Communication Between Laptop and Mobile

2. METHOD TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF BLUETOOTH
ADAPTER

C = ν λ [7]
Where, C is speed of the light in vacuum.

ν is the frequency of the signal
λ is the wave length of the signal

Hence, λ = C/ν

(3*108 meter/sec) / (2450*106 Hz) → (300/2450)
meter → .12 meter = 12 cm.

As Bluetooth works at frequency of around 2450
MHz, the above formula will give you an antenna length
of 12 cm.

Steps to increase the strength of Bluetooth Class 1 adapter

Step 1: Opening up the USB Bluetooth Class 1 adapter
First of all we have to open the plastic coated cover of
Bluetooth Class 1 adapter [8] as shows in Figure 4 using
either a flat blade screwdriver or a blunt knife.

Figure 4: Bluetooth Class 1 Adapter

Step 2: Find the Internal Antennae
The internal structure of Bluetooth dongle is shown in
Figure 5 given below. The soldered external antenna [9]
is also shown in this Figure.

Figure  5: Internal Structure of Bluetooth Class 1 Adapter

On the side of the PCB with the 2 chips and a 13
MHz crystal and a hook shaped silver line at the top of
the board. This is the antenna which we are using at the
moment.

An external antenna is soldered in this dongle's
internal antenna at one end is shown in figure 5. Dry
soldering or non clean soldering method is used to solder
the external antenna to dongle's internal antenna. The
metal used in soldering is the combination of three metals
Led, Tin and Flux. There are following internal parts of
this Bluetooth dongle.

1. Crystal: Crystal works as the signal clock pulse
generator in this circuit. It generates the clock pulse
in megahertz (MHz).

2. SOT (Surface Operating Transistor): SOT works
as switch or amplifier in the circuits. Here the work
of SOT is switching.

3. Registers: Resistors restrict the flow of electric
current, for example a resistor is placed in series
with a light-emitting diode (LED) to limit the
current passing through the LED.
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4. Capacitors: A capacitor is an electrical/electronic
device that can store energy in the electric field
between a pair of conductors (called “plates”).

5. LED (Light Emitting Diode): It is a semiconductor
light source. Working of LED [10] in Bluetooth to
indicate the connecting status. LED is blinked when
dongle search the device and it glow red when
Bluetooth dongle transfer data.

6. Processor: Processors operates the whole circuit.
The work of processor is different for different type
of circuits.

7. IC (Integrated Circuit): Integrated Circuits are
usually called ICs or chips. They are complex
circuits which have been etched onto tiny chips of
semiconductor (silicon).

8. Connectors: Connectors are pins that connect whole
circuit to the USB end.

9. Internal Antenna: Internal antenna is the inbuilt
antenna in the Bluetooth dongle

10. External Antenna: An external antenna is the Omni
directional antenna that is soldered to the internal
antenna in the Bluetooth dongle. An external
antenna that is used here such a type that we can
extend the length of this antenna.

Step 3: Solder the new antenna
Solder the new external antenna at one end of this
internal antenna. At this point, it would be wise to check
that you have soldered it correctly, and have a good join
(connection).
Step 4: Check the range
Holding the PCB by the edges, plug it into the USB
socket, and see if the LED lights up, and the device is
recognized.

3. RANGE AND ANTENNA SIZE

(1) With and Without External Antenna: The range of
Bluetooth device is more when we attach the antenna to
this device as compared to without external Omni
antenna because signals are passed from externally
attached Omni antenna instead of Bluetooth internal
antenna. Table 1 shows this difference in the range.

Table 1
Practical Range with and Without External Antenna

Without External Antenna With External Antennae

53.03 meter 60.35 meter

It is clear from table 1 that by using external Omni
antenna the range of Bluetooth signal is increased 7.32
meters.

(2) Length versus Range: We solder the external
antenna with Bluetooth dongle with a wire to one end
of the wire is soldered with Bluetooth internal antenna
and other end of this wire is soldered with external

antenna. We increase the length of Omni antenna, the
effect of this increment in the signal strength [11] of
Bluetooth device. The range of this Bluetooth device is
increased according to the length of antenna. Table 2
shows the antenna length and corresponding distance
and its graph is in Figure 4.

Table 2
Antennae Length Versus Distance

S.No Antenna Length Distance
(in centimeter)  (in meter)

1 8.2 55.78
2 13.5 58.06
3 18.8 58.98
4 23.9 59.89
5 28.5 60.35

By increasing the length of Omni antennae the range
increases accordingly as shown in the graph in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Graph Between Antennae Length Versus
Bluetooth Range

Effect of Temperature on Bluetooth Class 1 Adapter
The Bluetooth adapter does not work at high
temperature [12]. When we put laptop in Sunlight and
attach a Bluetooth adapter of class 1 and try to send a
file from laptop to mobile phone, the operation fails due
to the temperature because of high temperature
(i.e. 60ºC), of Sun on this dongle.

4. CONCLUSION
We can increase the range of Bluetooth dongle by various
methods. Our method increases the range of Bluetooth
dongle 7.32 meter by soldering the external Omni
directional antenna which is 28.5 centimeter long. We
have seen practically the effect of increasing the length
of antenna on Bluetooth range. The same concept can be
utilized to increase the strength by different methods
like multi-path fading. One can use directional antenna
and try to find the range and compare it at different angle
positions of directional antenna from device. Strength
of signal can be measured when various obstacles like
wall, mirror lies in between devices. Our experiment in
future might lead to various ways of increasing signal
strength of Bluetooth adapter.
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